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‘Mission Statement’ 

2011 

On winning the Westcountry Wedding Awards for the Best Cake Designer 2010, it has 

made me grow stronger as a business women and given me so much more confidence in 

broadening my business and helping me move forward to the future. 

My aim is to make sure all of my customers receive professional, friendly and a courteous 

service. I also provide a fair price as we face the climate of today’s rising costs! 

‘Good value for money’ 

‘But’ 

‘Always maintaining a very high standard’ 

Also to ensure through product quality, personal care, and communication that my 

customers special day is truly memorable. 

 
www.aisleofdreams.co.uk 

 

Customer comments: 



“My mum and her long term partner dicided to get married and didn't give us much notice as 

they didn't want any fuss. We decided we wanted them to have a cake as part of their very low 

key and intimate celebration and asked Tina for her help. She made the most wonderful, elegant 

and delicious cake, at extreme short notice and it was literally the "icing on the cake" to see 

their faces and surprise when they saw the cake.It was duly shared amongst those who didn't 

attend the wedding and was a great way to share the news of their wedding and celebrate with 

their friends. Thanks Tina!!!!” 

 

“Tina helped us choose the design of our cake, the price was excellant for our large 3 teired 

cake. it tasted fab, all our guests commented on it!!!” 

 

“We brought Tina to London to do the cake she was patient & listened carefully to what we 

wanted.She sent cake sample of her recipes to us & did a stunning job of a 5 tier cake.She was 

very affordable along with an exxellent product.” 

 

“The cake that Tina made was beautiful to look at, tasted divine and was exceptionally moist. 

We asked that she used our crystal swans on top of the cake and this she did willingly,along with 

the fresh roses the cake was finished to perfection. The price was oustanding and we would 

recommend her to anyone.We will definately use her again in the future.” 

 

“A friendly, personal and professional choice. Nothing but good things to say about the cake, 

from presentation, taste, decoration and communication. Outstanding.” 

 

“Tina's contribution to the success of our wedding day cannot be underestimated. She took a 

great deal of time and trouble providing ideas and designs for our cakes. They not only looked 

gorgeous (Tina took such care with the decoration - even down to selecting the perfect shade of 

flowers), they tasted divine. We had so msny complimentd on the day from our guests, who 

were really impressed by the cakes, and from others too who only saw the photographs! We 

remain grateful to Tina for her reliability and professionalism - and for making our special day 

extra special!” 

 

“The service that we received from Tina's Cakes for all Occasions was excellent, everything was 

done via the internet or by phone. The cake was beautifully made and decorated, it 

complimented the theme of the wedding perfectly.  Tina delivered the cake on the day and set it 

up on time for us. It was excellent value for money with everything provided including stand and 

cake knife.  I would recommend Tina's cakes to anyone and would not hesitate to have her 

make my other daughters cake in the future if she is still making cakes.” 

 

“The serice that Tina provided by far was the most professional of my wedding day, the cake 

was absolutely outstanding in terms of decoration and taste.  I opted for a 3 tier with 3 different 

sponges, Tina provided samples to help me decide and gave me honest/helpful suggestions as I 

found it difficult to choose decoration and style.  As I had not tasted the carrot cake at the 

wedding Tina baked me a small cake a week after the wedding for me to have - it was a really 

thoughtful and personal gesture. I would definately (and have) recommended Tina Cakes to 

friends and collegues.” 

 

“We had a meeting with Tina prior to ordering our cake and although we had colour schemes 

and a vague idea of what we wanted, Tina was able to design the perfect cake for us. The 



majority of our guests commented on how delicious the cake was and the arrangement of the 

two tiers was perfect. The loan of a stand and knife was much appreciated and one less thing to 

worry about! I would have no problem recommending Tina's services to anyone and have since 

had Tina make cakes for other special occasions as the cake always ends up being the 

focal/talking point of the event! As for value for money, you can't beat it and I wouldn't spend 

my money anywhere else.” 

 

“We couldnt have asked for a better service. Tina was full of enthusiasm and very professional. 

Our cake looked stunning and tasted great - what's more it was very good value for money. I 

would highly recommend using Tina's Cakes.” 

 

“My enquiry by e mail was answered promptly followed by by a telephone conversation with 

Tina. From that initial conversation every single item was dealt with totally professionally, with 

great care and kindness. We had certain ideas for the wedding cake which Tina immediately 

understood and, with her expertise, enhanced those ideas until we had a stunning cake. She 

delivered and set it up on the day and it tasted as good as it looked.  Tina was very confident 

and it was great to know there was no need to worry that the cake would be wonderful. Even 

the cakestand and knife were more than we could have ever hoped for.  I would recommend 

Tina to anyone wanted a very special cake made.” 

 

“Absolutely fantastic! We didnt even meet!! I cannot praise Tina enough!! Thank you so so 

much” 

 

“Everything that we asked for,we got.Service was more than excellent.Delievered to the venue 

on time.Would recommend to anyone that wanted a cake made.Very professional,also the price 

was excellent.” 

 

“I liased with Tina over the phone/email and never actually met her, but she was extremely 

professional and really helpful prior to the order.  I didn't really know what I wanted to start off 

with as I was looking for a cake that would double as the desert so she emailed me some current 

photos of the type of cake I thought I was looking for.  When the cake arrived on the day it was 

outstanding, very simple but better than I had expected, however the proof was in the eating.  It 

was delicious to the point that there was none of the first tier left (even the groom didn't get 

any as so many of the guests had seconds).  The 2nd tier was taken home and my son has 

gradually worked his way through the whole cake.  The cost was more than reasonable - a 

totally satisfied customer.” 

 

“I wanted individual cakes and a top tier to keep.  Tina made the most wonderful individual 

cakes that were each decorated like a mini wedding cake.   

 

Everyone thought they were beautiful. Even people that have worked in the cake trade. 

 

The ribbons and flowers matched my flowers perfectly, thanks to Tina's time in making sure she 

had the same colours as mine. 

 

She knows that for any occasion we will always return to her for our special cakes, and we 

would recommend her to anyone.” 

 



“Tina's service was faultless - the cake was exactly as ordered, set up beautifully on the day, and 

enjoyed and very much admired by all!” 

 

“tina did everything possible to keep us both happy finished up with 2 fantastic cakes just to 

keep the old man happy with a strange taste or as fi would say no style. Top marks for service 

and quality” 

 

“Tina makes the most amazing cakes, they look too good to eat!! she gives such a personal 

touch to her wedding cakes!!” 

 

“Put simply Tina's Cakes managed to far exceed our already high expectations.  My wife gave 

Tina only a couple of photographs and phone conversations to portray what she and I wanted 

the wedding cake to look like and portray.   

 

I am very, very proud to be Cornish and I wanted to share my heritage with our guests 

throughout the wedding day and including through the cake.  This is one thing the guests still 

talk about.  

 

The epitome of our day is looking back at our photos and the one of us cutting our cake and 

thinking how Tina contributed to us having the Wedding of a Life Time!!  Our heart felt Thanks 

and Appreciation to Tina's Cakes.  Simply Outstanding.  Mrs and Mr Wilton” 

 

“The Cake was simple beautiful decorated, and delicious to eat... The comments from the 

Catering Company was it was the best cakes they have seen in a long while taste and look..” 

 

“Tina made our wedding cake in march 09. outstanding value ,great service ,and fantastic finish ,  

The cakes are so unique she will make what ever you have in your mind and the stands she 

provides are stunning. To top it off Tina even sorted the flowers to go on the cake to match my 

bridesmaid dresses fab , very pleased words cant describe how happy we both were . mandy 

and steve Lawson” 

 

“Tina provided us with a very traditional wedding cake with a modern twist in the tier lifts.  She 

lent us an antique cake stand that beautifully set off the creation.  She did all the work, 

matching colours and flowers, delivering the cake and setting up the table in Jamaica Inn. 

The fruit cake was “scrumptious” and we served it with brandy that made a lovely 

accompaniment.  The sponge cake was equally good our son had three portions!   

We used Tina for our daughter’s wedding cake and would recommend her to anyone.  Tina 

really deserves to be recognised and win.” 

 

“Tina's cakes did an outstanding job with our cake. took all our ideas onboard and came up with 

the perfect cake, and also displayed our cake in the most perfect way...” 

 

“The cake (work of art) was a gift to my sister and her future husband, and we only the colour 

scheme and a rough idea of what they would like along with 7 weeks before the big day. In a 

panic I contacted tina. Tina arranged for me to meet her the next day and within 30 mins we had 

everything sorted, with some of my ideas and some of Tina's thrown in for good measure.( What 

also helped was the extensive portfolio Tina had for the finer details).within the 7 weeks Tina 

kept us all informed of the progress updates which was very welcomed. Two days before the 



wedding we  viewed the cake we were "speechless" it was beautiful,cake art at its finist,.Tina 

travelled 35 miles to deliver and set the cake up which you could truly say "WAS THE ICING ON 

THE CAKE"” 

 

“Outstanding cake, was beautifully presented. 

WOULD RECOMMEND” 

 

“Everybody commented on how wonderful our cake was, and it truly looked and tasted 

amazing.  It was everything I had hoped it would be and more.  Tina is a very talented cake 

maker and decorator who I have recommended to friends.  She also offers excellent value for 

money - which is refreshing because I found with almost every other aspect of the process the 

second the word "wedding" is mentioned costs seem to rocket!” 

 

“Tina was fantastic! The personal service she gave before our wedding was brilliant.  She filled 

me with confidence when we first met.  We designed the cake together and the final product 

was amazing, exactly what I wanted.  It tasted delicious too, all the guests commented how 

beautiful it looked and how tasty it was! Tina was friendly, professional and commited to us.  

The price couldn't be beaten either.  We were very lucky to have been recommended her, and I 

have recommended her to all my friends and family!” 

 

“I had every confidence in tina, it was nice to have one less thing to worry about!!! Our wedding 

cake not only looked amazing but it went down well with all our guests too!!!” 

 

“I saw Tina's Cake For All Occasions at a Cornish wedding show, the cakes looked amazing and 

she was very pleasant to talk to. Tina took my details and brought me around a sample cake in 

my chosen design to taste. It tasted as fantastic as it looked!! The service on our wedding day 

was brilliant, we had no worries on relying on Tina to set up the cake, on an elegant stand at our 

venue. On our Wedding Day the cake looked fantastic, exactly how we wanted and very 

beautiful. It tasted amazing, truly scrumptious and we had very happy guests! The service was 

faultless and the quality was perfect. I was really pleased with the cost being under our budget 

and I believe she put in 100%. We thank Tina very much, a real star.” 

 

“We were astounded at the service we received.  We had both been previously married so 

wanted a just a one tier wedding cake, made of sponge. The lady spent time discussing our 

wishes and came up with some lovely ideas, she matched our colour scheme and even visited 

our florist to ensure the match was perfect. She was friendly, approachable and nothing was too 

much trouble and she delivered the cake on the morning of the wedding. It was beautiful to look 

at and tasted just as good, if not better!  We could not believe how cheap the cake was, 

especially with all the effort she had put in.  Her professional attitude to her business reassured 

us that we would have no doubt that the cake would be there.  Would highly recommend, and 

challenge anyone to find a better cake service. Thanks Tina” 

 

“Highly recommended!” 

 

“I could not fault the quality of the cake,there were excellent comments from all of my guests. 

Tina give me her undivided attention for our cake and it made me feel special. I have one more 

daughter to get married and i will not hesitate to ring tina first, it was a pleasure working with 

her.” 



 

“Tina is absolutely brilliant.  The scores above are totally genuine. She provided us with exactly 

what we wanted at very good price.  The majority of our guests commented on how lovely our 

cake looked.  We have used her since for birthday and christening cakes (one of which was at 

very short notice) and would recommend her to anyone.  Although I am dreading it, my thirtieth 

is fastly approaching and I am sure my wife will be using Tina’s services again.” 

 

“As Vikki's Mom I wanted everything to be perfect. Tina was on board from the word go and 

perfectly translated Vikki's idea into reality. We felt assured from the word go, nothing was to 

much trouble she was always calm and ready to advise and the result was amazing.” 

 

“this lady is superb i found the cake i wanted and she copied it to the exact crumb!! she offered 

outstanding value charged 3xtimes less on other offers i had..she also included the stand and 

knife 2less things to think about! the cake was delivered to the reception for me at no extra 

charge..the cake itself was stunning and tasted fabulous i had many compliments and would 

highly recommend her to anyone..my dad got married in april and used tina as well and he was 

just as impressed!!” 

 

“out cake marker let us down as last minute and my daughter had said how good hers was so 

we tried it she was extrememely helpful managed to put together what we wanted with not 

much notice..kept in regular contact and delivered to our venue at no extra charge..price was 

very impressive much cheaper than we expected so id defintely recommend her work!” 

 

“Having used Tina before to make occasion cakes and being very impressed, she was our first 

choice when finding someone to make our wedding cake. 

Due to living 200 miles from Tina's base, we had to liaise our requirements to Tina by telephone. 

However, she was still able to deliver a cake that exceeded our requirements in every way. The 

attention to detail on the decoration was outstanding and many of our guests commented on 

how lovely it both looked and tasted. 

Tina puts 100% effort into her cakes and this reflects in the superb presentation that she 

achieves. I wish her every luck with obtaining a much deserved award.” 

 

“The wedding cake that Tina created for us was first class. The decorative work alone was above 

and beyond what was expected, far exceeding the price Tina asked. Tina delivered the cake to 

our reception venue personally, and took the time to make sure that both the cake and the 

colour-coordinated floral topping looked glorious. She didn't disappoint. She even placed an 

array of rose petals around the cake display on the table cloth. Our guests paid as much 

attention to the cake as they did to the bride! My wife was so thrilled with it that it brought a 

tear of joy to her eyes. As for me, I wanted to tuck into it before the main course! Tina is a 

pleasure to work with. Her cakes are everything a bride and groom could wish for, and most 

importantly, they taste delicious!” 

 

“Nothing was too much trouble, help and advice where always on hand.” 

 

“The cake Tina made looked stunning and tasted stunning! We'd recommend her to anybody.” 

 

“Tinas' cake was fantastic. She covered everything that we wanted for our cake. The sponge was 

moist and the icing was soft and sweet but not too sickly. Tina delivered our cake to our 



wedding venue on the day of our wedding with a cake stand and knife. The cake looked 

beautiful and was enjoyed by everyone. I have recommended Tina to my Mum who has also 

bought several of her cakes for other occasions, and they are all been outstanding.” 

 

“From the moment I approached Tina's cakes nothing was too much trouble. She is innovative 

and prepared to go to any lengths to make sure that the final product is exactly what you had in 

mind for that all important centre piece.Tina makes you feel that it is as important to her as it is 

to you to make sure that the cake looks glorious. Infact so pleased and happy was I that I 

wouldn't dream of going to anyone else.” 

 

“I cannot fault the service provided, it was perfect from planning the cake to eating it!! It was 

absolutely delicious!!” 

 

“Service was excellent and many guests commented on the Cake.. Overhaul very very satisfied” 

 

“the cake was the final touch to the most perfect day.” 

 

“We met Tina at a wedding fayre held at St Mellion Golf Club. We liked the 2 tier heart shaped 

cake on her display. After looking at several other options we decided that that was the design 

we liked and Tina offered real value for money compared to other companies. we wanted one 

tier to be sponge and the other to be a fruit cake which Tina was more than happy to do. We 

gave her a sample of the material from the brides maids dresses for a colour match with the 

decoration which she did perfectly. On the day Tina arrived early and set the cake up for us with 

her own stand and knife at no extra cost and it was perfect. It looked beautiful on our top table, 

it tasted wonderful!!! and we wouldn't hesitate to recommend a very talented lady to other 

prospective customers.” 

 

“Tina was everything I was looking for in a cake maker; unique cake designs and ideas and 

excellent friendly service without costing more than the wedding dress! She made everything 

very easy and thought of all of the things I didn't. I couldn't have asked for more.” 

“The whole service we received was absolutely fantastic. Tina showed dedication and made us 

feel like our cake was the only one she was making! she was brilliant. We have recommended 

her to people we know who are getting married soon and really hope they hire her. As for the 

cake itself, everyone loved it and wished there was more. It was beautiful! We wish Tina all the 

luck in the world and hope she wins, as she totally deserves it!” 

 

“fantastic service attention to detail brillant.” 

 

“Tina is an outstanding lady her creativate is exceptional and created exactly what we wanted in 

our wedding cake.” 

 

“Tina delivered exactly as she promised” 

 

“Cake was beautifully decorated, just what we wanted, the fruit cake was very moist and full of 

flavour.” 

 



“Service was fantastic, we didn't have to do a thing. Tina made our cake exactly as we asked, 

and delivered to our venue on the day, so it was one less thing to worry about. Cake was 

delicious and we would definitely recommend to friends and family in the future.” 

 

“What Tina did with my cake was wonderful. I only gave her a few things, such as colour 

scheme, to work with and she made the perfect cake. It was iced in white, but she had 

painstakingly put tiny bits of red ribbon into the icing a) around the bottom edge and b) created 

heart shapes on the top of both cakes. In the centre of the hearts she had made posies out of 

fresh flowers. The end result was a perfect suprise.” 

 

“I couldnt think of anyone I would rather of had to make my Wedding Cake Tina as made many 

cakes over the years for us and we have been very very pleased.. exceptional quality value and 

beautifully decorated to the highest standards..” 

 

“I met Tina at the Wedding Fair at St Mellion last year.  She was very approachable and friendy. 

She then followed up by arranging to meet and was again very friendly and bought a great 

portfolio of previous work she supplies.   

The cake on the day was absolutletly beautiful and really fitted in with our wedding theme.  We 

chose a simple design however the work was intricate and delecate.  OUr guests commented 

not only on how nice it looks but also on the fabulous taste. 

I would definitly reccomend Tina and would use her in the future for other occasions.” 

 

“A fantastic wedding cake. Well designed and presented. Efficient, friendly service.” 

 

“Tina is a bubbly person easy to communicate with. she has great confidence which put me at 

ease right away. Tina had brilliant ideas, and showed me pictures of work that she had done, 

which helped me to decide on my cake design. which on the day was absolutely fantastic which 

was what i wanted and more, the colours match perfect with the wedding theme. We blended 

traditional wedding cakes with cup cakes. she handle all the details from start to finish 

brilliantly. They tasted great!” 

 

“The 3 Tier Chocolate Wedding Cake Tina Made for us was of the highest standard and more 

than we could have wished for it looked and tasted fantastic.. every one commented how 

wonderful it looked on the day..” 

 

“the cake was beautiful it made mike and lauras day as they had not seen the cake untill the 

reception, tina went to the venue eagle house at launceston to take the cake and have it ready 

for them and she also helped me to set up the flowers on the main tables. i also didnt give tina 

enough time as we just found out mike was very poorly at the time and still is with a brain 

tumour,so when they saw the cake they had tears in there eyes. i bought the cake for them as a 

wedding present from mrs b hall, i have sent meny customers to tina so i hope she dose well as 

she went that extra mile to make mikes and lauras day that little bit special and i have to say 

thankyou” 

 

“Tina was extremly kind and was prepared to almond paste and then ice our son and daughter 

in laws wedding cake,after I had made the cake-which is rare.We had to transport the cake from 

Cornwall to Anglesey for the wedding.Tina packed the cake for us so that it arrived in the same 

condition as it left Cornwall.Tina also almond coated and iced a birthday cake for the brides 



father,as he was 65 on the same day.We are delighted to be able to commend her for the 

award. Ron & Julia Lucas” 

 

“Tina's service was absoluting amazing, we couldnt have asked for more. She was friendly and 

listened to our ideas inputting where necessary which resulted in the most amazing cake ever. It 

was exactly what we wanted and more and tasted absolutely delicous. We couldnt have asked 

for a better cake. We have recommended her to all my friends for their wedding cakes and for 

all other occasion cakes as well. We wouldnt hesitate to use her again. A brilliant service.” 

 

“I met Tina as I was so imprssed with a wedding cake for my friends wedding, I was also so 

suprised at what she paid. 

I was unsure what I wanted for my wedding cake, I knew I liked the idea of cupcakes, something 

sparkly with butterflies. 

Tina was fantastic, as I work and was always so busy..she emailed me photos..talked on the 

phone..sent tex messages..it just made it so easy for my busy lifestyle. 

When I saw my cakes on my wedding Day I was so trilled..they were just what I wanted 

everyone loved them.. 

They were talked about for months after. 

They also tasted as good as they looked. 

I recommend Tina to everyone, she is fantastic..makes fantastic cakes which are so reasonable. 

she so deserves this award,she works so hard,such a lovely lady.when/if you meet her you will 

see just how lovely she is.” 

 

“The cake was perfect, exactly what I wanted and extremely good value for money. I would not 

hesitate to recommend Tina to friends and family. 

Myself, husband and guests were all very impressed and it was the talking point of the day.” 

 

“The Cake was oustanding & beautifully decorated, It was delivered and set up at the venue 

which took the stress completly away from us. From start to finish Tina couldnt have done a 

better job I would reccommend her services to anyone..and since our Wedding our family have 

used her again and again. We cant thank her enough..” 

 

“The Wedding Cake that Tina produced for us on our special day was fantastic.. the taste and 

overhaul appearance was prefect and all of our guests commented on what a beautiful cake and 

we have recommended Tina to all our friends and family.” 

 

“The Three Tiered Wedding Cake Tina made for us was to the highest standard. It was stunning 

everything matched perfect with the theme for the day the flowers, and everything the intricate 

work Tina did on the cake was amazing. The Taste of the cake was also wonderful.. My Sister 

who is getting married this year is also having Tina to make her Cake.. and we cant wait to see 

the final product.. We cant thank Tina enough for making our Wedding Day so perfect.. we are 

quite traditional and believe the final cutting of the cake is the uniting of the two of us 

together...” 

 

“The Cake was exquisite, from the first time we met Tina at Lanhydrock Golf & Country Club 

Bridal Fayre.. until we saw the final masterpiece Tina was in contact with us and was very 

professional throughout. The Cake was so perfect.. everything we could have wished for and 



more it was delivered to the China Fleet and set up which was included in the price. Tina serves 

a first class service and we would recommend her services to all our friends and family.” 

 

“Tina Fullfilled all our requirements for our Wedding Cake even down to the last detail of my 

now Husbands Army Uniform it was just perfect.. Also for such the short notice we gave Tina as 

my Husband was being posted and we had to quickly arrange.. She delivered to the reception 

set up and took some lovely pictures of it which she later forwarded on.. We cant thank her 

enough for the service she provided.. and want to wich her all the best for the future.” 

 

“When I was arranging my Special day I had the image of a English Country Garden theme, and 

wanted the cake to be in keeping with the theme. The cake was dressed to perfection with 

beautful fresh Peonies and Foilage to match my Bouquet and very beautiful intricate decoration 

on the side which matched so perfect. We got married at Tewin Bury Farm Tina being a family 

friend said that delivery and set up would not be a problem she travelled up the day before with 

the cake and on  the day of the wedding made sure our day was perfect the table was dressed 

accordingly, we cant thank her enough for her time and efforts she put into making our day so 

special. Tina is truely dedicated to her work and making your Wedding day so special.” 

 

“The Cake Tina Created for us was perfect My Husband and I are bikers and we wanted a Bike 

theme the Cake toppers, they were brilliant and also because this was our 2nd time for getting 

married and we have children just something a little different and something the family and 

friends would relate to us both.. It had the final touch to a perfect day.. We didnt have to worry 

about a thing it was all taken care of by Tina.” 

 

“Our Wedding was a small family occasion so we didnt want anything to be over the top we 

both love Disney! so we had Disney Characters on the top of the cake which Tina adapted into 

the top tier it looked very quirkie and we loved it it was nice to have keepsake of our special day 

also. The Day was very very hot and the Wedding was held in a Marquee at the Manor in Duloe 

which was the perfect setting. Tina Delivered the Cake to our reception and took all the stress 

away on the day..” 

 

“Our Wedding was a very small family wedding and so only wanted a Two tier which Tina 

created to perfection. We also organised the Wedding in short amount of time it was a last 

minute Wedding.. Which took alot of the stress out of and less time to think about.. We went to 

Tina with our ideas and she fulfilled all our wishes.” 

 

“When we decided to book Tina for out Wedding we both knew that we wanted a Chocolate 

Wedding Cake being Chocoholics! but we also liked cheesecake! The Cake also had to travel up 

to Somerset and being in the start of summer knew it wasent going to be easy.. but Tina 

reassured us all would be fine it would get to the reception in one piece and look fantastic it was 

different flavoured cake with chocolate on the out side and on top of each tier Red berries 

Strawberries etc it looked and tasted fantastic admired by all. Tina also did us a small 

Cheesecake covered with Fruits and Berries just for my husband and I as a treat which was 

wonderful. Since our Wedding we have recommended Tina to many of our friends.” 

 

“Great service, beautiful elegant cake! Thank you Tina!” 

 

“Innovative cake design!” 



 

“I can not fault the service that tina provided for us on our wedding day. She took total control 

and took any worry or concerns i may have had completely away. she provided exactly what i 

had asked for in my cake from just one initial visit, confident,efficient and excellent value for 

money.I would not hesitate to reccomend her to anyone in the future, she truely has what it 

takes to make that part of your day very special in deed.. Many thanks Tina.” 

 


